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DEDICATION

am part of every place
To anyone who stands for what he or she stands on

have been lam apart of the

people have known am

still every age that have Thanks to
been Because was once

searching adolescent given so

moods and ecstasies these John Dunn happenin dude if there ever was one
are still part of me and

always will be For too many Carol Wadhngton
people misunderstand what

putting away childish things
Brad Traver

means and think that

forgetting what it is like to

think and feel and touch and
Special thanks to Zehra Osman for being my mentor and to Joan Hirschman for putting

smell and taste and see and

hear like three year old or the idea my head
thirteen year old or

twenty-three year old means

growing up

Madeleine Engle

Hermit Camp circa 1912 Precursor of Phantom Ranch
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PREFACE

This report was prepared as an exercise in landscape architecture for the College of
The scene is so weird and

lonely and so incomprehensible Architecture and Environmental Designs Department of Planning at Arizona State

in its novelty that one feels

-c
that it could never have been University As the culmination of upper division design studio it represents my efforts to

viewed before understand evaluate and help preserve the cultural landscape known as Phantom Ranch

Frednck Dellenbaugh

It is submitted to Professors Ignacio San Martin and Sahsa Norstog in partial fulfillment of

11 441

iiç4
the requirement for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Design landscape architecture

concentration It is also submitted to the National Park Services Grand Canyon Study F. ii
Collection in the hope that it may contribute to efforts yet to come in the challenge to

-. ./
understand and preserve our cultural and natural heritage

.. jf

Mark Di Lucido May 1991
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PURPOSE and NEED

The region is of course The Phantom Ranch area has seen continua use since the turn of the century when it was
altogether valueless it can be

fst envisioned by entrepreneurs as dude ranch and campground Today it attracts
approached only from the

south and after entering it upwards of 300 users per day during the peak season Heavy use and the resultant
there is nothing to do but leave

Ours has been the first and
additional facilities required to accommodate this use are destroying the significant

doubtless will be the last party cultural/historical and natural resources that make up Phantom Ranch According to the
of whites to visit this profitless

locality seems intended by
Pk Landscape Architect problem statement concerning Phantom Ranch might be How

nature that the Colorado River
would the National Park Service provide for the use and enjoyment of the area yetalong the

greater portion of its

lonely and majestic way shall preserve the historic and natural landscape and still allow the natural behavior of indigenous
be forever unvisited and

undisturbed wildlife In plain language this means that large numbers of users are adversely impacting

cultural/historical and natural resources and how might the problem be corrected without

Joseph Christmas Ives 1858
restricting the users experience

This Rural Historic District Inventory is intended to be the first phase or step in process

whose ultimate goal is preservation of the site and listing on the National Register of

Historic Places as Rural Historic Landscape District Other phases not addressed in this

project yet important in the attainment of this goal are design guidelines and management

strategies for cultural landscapes

Previous efforts have attempted to gain historic recognition of Phantom Ranch but always

considered the Ranch as segment of larger district concerned only with the preservation

of structures In 1980 staff members of the Denver Service Center prepared district

nomination to the National Register of Historic Places which resulted in determination of

eligibility National Register form 11593 Unfortunately National Register listing

did not follow personal communication with Jim Garrison February 1991 However
the work did influence Cleelands The Cross Canyon Corridor Historic District in

Grand Canyon National Park Model for Historic Preservation substantial analysis of

structures located along the Bright Angel Trail from the South Rim through Phantom

Ranch -As stated the concern of these earlier efforts was the evaluation of historic

structures as opposed to landscapes Nonetheless much of the research and evaluation

process from these works remains relevant to the goal of this report and must be considered

important in its development

Rust Camp circa 1903 looking upstream along Bright Angel Creek

________________
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The NPS process for inventorying cultural landscape is derived from the above

mentioned concepts ofculture significance and integrity and consists of six steps

We abuse the land because we

bClOfl Identifying potential cultural landscape

the land as community to Determining historic contexts
which we belong we may begin

to use it with love and respect Identifying and evaluating components or physical attributes of the landscape
That land is community is

basic
concept of ecology but Determining types of significance

that the land to be loved and

respected is an extension of
Determining and evaluating types of mtegnty

ethics That land yields Reviewing special criteria
cultural harvest is fact long

known but latterly forgotten

After recognizing cultural landscape as defined at the beginning of this section the next
Aldo Leopold

step in the cultural landscape inventory process is to determine the historic themes or

contexts of the area Context is of prime consideration when determining the historical

significance of landscape because historical resources are most accurately evaluated

within the framework of an established historic context Cleeland 1986 Such an

evaluation allows comparative analysis with similar landscapes which in turn may

determine whether the landscape being evaluated is good representation of the historic Buildings designed by Mary Elizabeth Jane Colter two guest cabins left and center

1922 and the dining hall 1922 on the right
theme For example witlun the context of expansion of tourism does Phantom Ranch best

represent the eventual broader patterns of landscape development occasioned by the

expansion of tourism or is some other site such as Hermit Camp1 more accurate

representation of the influence of the expansion of tourism on the landscape

Determining historic context consists of four sub-steps

Identifying the concept time period and geographical limits for the historical

context

Assembling existing information about the historic context

Synthesizing the information collected

Defining property types

The area known as Hermit Camp is located along Hermit Creek one mile upstream from the

confluence of Hermit Creek and the Colorado River approximately eight miles west of Phantom

Ranch Originally inhabited by Louis Boucher The Hermit in the 1890s Hermit Camp would be

developed into dude ranch in 1912 by the Santa Fe Railway It was abandoned following the

construction of Phantom Ranch in 1930 Hughes 1967 Unfortunately little evidence integrity

remains of the Hermit Camp cultural landscape

Phantom Ranch guest cahins and facilities today Note dining hail center-right
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DESCRIPTION

LANDSCAPE TYPE PAST and PRESENT
The Grand Canyon is canyon

composed of many canyons
Administrativearea District

StreetscapeIt is composite of
..

thousands of tens of
Estate Fortification Ganlens

thousands of gorges In li/ce Resort Battlefield Botanical garden

Residence Cemetery Campground

structure wail composed of
F3flfl Monument Trail

many walls but never Town Ruins fl Other

repetition Every one of

these almost innumerable

gorges is world of beauty

in itself yet these .4
canyons unite to form one

grand canyon the most LANDSCAPE ORGANIZATION
sublime spectacle on earth

./
You cannot see the Grand

Canyon in one view it has

infinite variety and no part

ever duplicated

John Wesley Powell
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CIRCULATION CLUSTER ARRANGEMENT

Access to Phantom Ranch is via the North Kaibab Trai from the Norh Rim Bright Angel and South Twenty three buildings and four open spaces make up the Phantom Ranch resort cluster

Everythzng alive
Kaibab Trails from the South Rim the Colorado ver raft trip Aft crossing the Colorado the

dynamic
Bright Angel and South Kaibab Trails converge near the Rock House Bridge At this iunc ure two trails Guide Cabin 1926

change Even the stones
continue nortir the campground trail on the west bank Bright Angel Creek provides access to Bfght Shower House 1930

breather water electric Angel Campground whi thc am trail parallels Bright Angel Creek and continues north to the rcso 348 Guest Cabirs 19224928
air is Iwninous

cluster Numerous other trai have come into use since the period of aignificance see below and section 19 Fred Harvey Company Employee Bunkhouse

measure unutes the map 41

20 Manager Cabin 1922
ignores millenniuru 21 Restrooms/Maintenance 1925

22 Dining Hall 1922VEGETATION
23 Laundry Building 986

ank Waters

TJe primary vegetative impact on Phantom Ranch is provided by cottonwood trees Firs introduced during Dude Corral 1928

provide much needed relief from the hcat and gLare of the canyons inner gorge Over 380 are found
Intcipretation Area

throughout ire site wili vie neaviest concentrations along Briht Angel Creek and in the resort cluster Dining Hall common area

Note Buildings 12 14 15 ard 22 were designed by Mary Elizabeth Jane Colter
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We are preoccupied wi ne

Ij we ould Learn to love space

as deeply as we are now

obseued with me we mighi

ducover new meaning to the

ph ase Lo iwe ke men 7Tm
Edward Abbey
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Thrce views of the pool at Phartor Ranch ron top lef clockwise smal scale plan 1934 scene

199 scene Built by the Civilian Corservation Corp ii 1934 ard fed via lmgatlon ditch from

Brigh Angel Creek the swimming nool was used by CCC enrollees PIantom Ranch guests and

np oyees unti it was flu ed in by the Fred Harvey Company in 1972
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STATEMENT of SIGNIFICANCE Criterion landscapes which embody the distinct characteristics of type period or methods of

construction possessing high artistic values or representing significant and distinguishable entity whose

components may lack individual distinction

Joseph Christmas Ivess observation in 858 see quote on page describes the harsh and forbiddingMay there be no moaning at
environment that the Grand Canyon presented to early settlers and entrepreneurs And yet seventy yearsthe bar when embark on my later portion of the Grand Canyon known as Phantom Ranch had become world famous dude ranch During the 1920s the NPS developed an architectural style known as NPS Rustic Design

next journey
offering amenities usually found only in more civilized locations guidelines of NPS Rustic called for the use of native materials in proper scale and general

avoidance of rigidness straight lines and sophistication Concurrent with the evolution of NPS

Rustic was the craft of Fred Harvey Companys designer Mary Elizabeth Jane Colter Cleeland
Emery Koib

Following David Rusts construction of Rust Camp in 1907 and extending through Santa Fe Railway and 1986 CoRer was responsible for much of the natural looking architecture on the South Rim
Fred Harvey Companys substantial development of the area the landscape at Phantom Ranch continued to and designed the first four buildings to be constructed at Phantom Ranch Her precedent for

evolve and change By the late 1920s Phantom Ranch not only offered food and lodging but boasted fruit inner canyon architecture would eventually be used as design guideline for governmental

orchard alfalfa field chicken coop dairy cow blacksmith shop river rock fences rustic cabins and by buildings within the canyon and was compatible with and probably reinforced the MS Rustic

1934 swimming pool shaded by mature cottonwood trees style then being developed independently by the Park Service

Over time natural and human impacts have altered many of these components of the landscape the orchard
Criterion landscapes that have yielded or are likely to yield information important to history

has succumbed to neglect the swimming pool has been filled in the chicken coop and blacksmith shop

were buried under landslide much of the stone walls were destroyed by the 1966 flood and all of the
Phantom Ranch yields important information about the expansion of tourism in the western

alfalfa field is gone Non-compatible land uses have intruded Sewage Treatment Plant new structures United States More specifically Phantom Ranch provides knowledge about railway promotion
with contrasting architectural styles have been built and many of the cottonwood trees are senescent and

of western national parks resort architecture layout and development
require replacement

INTEGRITY
Yet despite these interventions and intrusions much of the historic landscape at Phantom Ranch remains

intact Phantom Ranch reflects continuous and consistent land-use resort/campground since 1922 and can

trace its first use as dude ranch to 1907 Other landscape systems and features possessing historic
Phantom Ranch retains historic integrity in the following areas

integrity are patterns of spatial organization response to the natural environmental location of buildings

to mitigate summer heat circulation networks historic Bright Angel Trail vegetation related to land-use Location All primary historic buildings structures and open spaces are sited in their

the use of cottonwood trees to ameliorate heat and glare structures and objects related to the use of the
original locations

land guest cottages bunkhouses toilet shower and dining facilities telephone lines and sewer water and

irrigation infrastructure clusters the resort cluster as response to the natural environment and as

facilitator of social environment archaeological sites Anasazi ruins at the Bright Angel site and Design Most of the natural and cultural elements which comprise the spatial

numerous small scale elements such as bridges sewer pipeline support piers and corral fences organization are intact

Setting Phantom Ranch retains its physical location within Bright Angel CanyonPhantom Ranch possesses historic significance on local regional and national level within the context of

the expansion of tourism and according to National Register criteria and

Materials Historic structures retain original materials and where newer materials are used

they are generally sensitive to the historic character of the Ranch Vegetation
Criterion landscapes associated with events that have made significant contributions to the broad

through natural and human assisted propagation essentially remain intact

patterns of history

Workmanship Notwithstanding the loss of evidence of the workmanship required to harvest

Santa Fe Railway extended service to the South Rim of the Grand Canyon in 1901 Like other crops from the alfalfa field and orchard workmanship is exhibited in the methods

western railway companies Union Pacific promoted Zion and Bryce Canyon National Parks used for construction of buildings and fences maintenance of trails and

Santa Fe increased its ridership by developing resorts in the national parks which it served At development of facilities for the care of pack animals

the time the government had few resources it could allocate for park development so private

development was encouraged Feeling The site retains very distinct and different feeling from the greater landscape
Phantom Ranch while unique among resorts because of difficult access may be compared with context and evokes rich sense of the human struggle required to exist

and certainly influenced other resorts in the Southwest Research has indicated that Zion Lodge and eventually live comfortably in harsh natural environment
in Zion National Park followed the same layout as Phantom Ranch and former Park Service

Director Stephen Mather reportedly encouraged the use of similarplans elsewhere after visiting Association The structures and landscape fabric retain strong association with their originalPhantom Ranch Cleeland 1986
uses and activities
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GLOSSARY NATIONAL REGISTER EVALUATION PROCESS

The fundamental purpose of

IDENTIFICATION
Historic Context An important historic trend or theme such as development of tourism Develop historic context

the parks is to conserve the
or America at work indicating whether the landscape is unique or representative of time Conduct historic research

scenery
and the natural and Survey the landscape

historic objects and the and place EVALUATION
wildlife therein and to Defme significance

provide for the enjoyment of Apply the National Register criteria

the same in such manner Historic Integrity measure of rural historic landscapes evolution and current Select areas of significance
and by such means as will

leave them unimpaired for
condition in terms of how well it conveys the characteristics that existed during the Defme period of significance

the enjoyment of future landscapes historic period

Assess integrity

generations
Apply qualities of integrity

Identify changes and threats to integrity

Classify contributing non-contributing

The National Park Act Historic Significance Is meaning or value ascribed to an object building structure
structures

site district or landscape These aspects and the National Registers criteria and Weigh overall integrity

Select defensible boundaries

are used to determine relative historic significance of property within the framework of
Define the historic property

community region or states historic contexts Decide what to include

Select appropriate edges

REGISTRATION
Rural Historic Landscape geographical area that historically has been used by Complete National Register forms

people or shaped or modified by human activity occupancy or intervention and that
Follow registration procedures in 36 CFR

part 60

possess significant concentration linkage or continuity of areas of land-use vegetation

buildings and structures roads and waterways and natural features

31
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